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this book represents the first time that the Siddh Gost has been the subject of a 

monograph released in the West, and it is certainly worthy of this treatment. The 
translation is broken into topical sections for ease of reference and retains a good 
deal of Sikh technical vocabulary, explained in the excellent glossary. 

The Socially Involved Renuncíate is a welcome contribution to the small body 
of works on Guru Nãnak. The sections on renunciation and the translation of the 
Siddh Gost in particular lend themselves to a comparative approach, and it is easy to 
envision this text being incorporated into a class on Indian religions. 

Susan Prill Juniata College, Huntingdon, Pennsylvania 

Leela Prasad, Poetics of Conduct: Oral Narrative and Moral Being in a South 
Indian Town. New York: Columbia University Press, 2007. 

In Leela Prasad' s Poetics of Conduct, Srñgeri - imagined capítol of the S marta 
Brahmin religious landscape - is transformed into a venue for re-evaluating the 

scope and function of elite speculative discourse in the complex moral lives of 
individuals. Ostensibly established as a Sarada Pïtham by Sañkara in 800 CE for the 

propagation of Advaita Vedãnta, Srñgeri visually demarcates the legends of Smãrta 
culture, drawing pilgrims from across the subcontinent. Thus, it is not surprising that 

Srñgeri has become indelibly associated with the institutions, practices, and philoso- 
phies of an orthodox, text-based, even hegemonic Brahmin culture. In this innova- 
tive and insightful work (selected by the American Academy of Religion as the Best 
First Book in the History of Religions, 2007), Prasad inverts our assumptions by 
relocating moral theorization and ethical authority from dusty Dharmasãstra text- 
books to the everyday lives of religious practitioners. With this aim in mind, Prasad' s 

"Srñgeri ethos" exemplifies a dialogical model of ethics through which individuals 
interface with centralized religious institutions such as the Srñgeri matha. 

Prasad's task is facilitated by the uniquely textured format of her printed work. 

Inspired by the ethnographer Margaret Mills, Prasad adopts techniques designed to 

"open" the fixity of the printed word, interspersing analytical scholarship seamlessly 
with transcripts from her informants and narrated anecdotes. This approach allows 
the reader to peruse from the inside out the author's craft of ethnography in progress. 
Along the way, we encounter the diverse life experiences of Srñgeri residents, as 

they interact within institutional and familial contexts. Nevertheless, Prasad does not 
limit herself to the ethnographer's task of thick description. Rather, she employs a 
bricoleur' s diverse theoretical toolbox with remarkable facility, integrating her own 

ethnography into a broader conversation on ethics, textuality, and the strategic 
practice of religious institutions. Among her theoretical influences, the narrative 
ethics of Paul Ricouer and Mikhail Bakhtin, as well as Sheldon Pollock's theoriza- 
tion of Sanskritic textual culture, takes center stage. 

Prasad begins by introducing the reader to the physical, social, and institutional 
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space of contemporary Srñgeri, a town whose ethos - in the sense of cultural ambi- 
ance as well as ethical imperative - crystallizes around the Sankarãcãrya matha and 
related pilgrimage practices. In her second chapter, Prasad historicizes Srñgeri's 
model of social and political organization, beginning with the matha 's rise to power 
as an independent, self-sustaining political institution under Vidyãranya in the 
fourteenth century, in close alliance with the Vijayanagara Empire. Subsequently, 
Prasad outlines the reciprocal relationship between the Srñgeri gurus and various 
South Indian dynasties and elite families. The political narrative culminates in 1960, 
when land-grant reform abolished the matha's centralized economic control over the 

Srñgeri region. Nevertheless, the descendents of the mahãjana, Srñgeri's Brahmin- 
educated governing elite, continue to negotiate moral propriety through a shifting 
network of political and economic authority. In fact, it is precisely because of the 

shifting political dynamic that contemporary Srñgeri aptly exemplifies organic moral 

adjudication as a process distinct from political and religious hierarchy. 
The remainder of the work explores the specific ethical models - textual and 

oral - currently in circulation among the Srñgeri Brahmin community. While the 

Srñgeri matha is justifiably renowned for its patronage of Dharmasãstra (classical 
Sanskrit legal and moral compendia), Prasad observes that in contemporary Srñgeri 
life, the idea of sastra or moral authority engages dialogically rather than hegemoni- 
cally with local and familial custom, paddhati. As a result, Prasad calls for a 

"phenomenology of shastra" that widens our view of textuality to encompass a social 

grammar of moral concepts. This is perhaps most compellingly illustrated by her 

ethnographic accounts of ãslrvãda ceremonies, the narrative or didactic benedictions 

following Vedic rituals in Srñgeri. Prasad concludes by attempting to trace the 

dynamic element in the Srñgeri ethos back to the notion of aucitya, or propriety, 
grounded in Sanskrit literary theory, a challenging undertaking. While moral and 

literary propriety clearly bear similar structural features, this chapter begs for a fuller 
account of how literary aucitya may have historically influenced living models of 
moral propriety in Srñgeri. Nevertheless, Prasad' s attempt to unite Western and 
Indian (Sanskritic) theoretical approaches is worthy of recognition. 

For all its richness, the reader of Poetics of Conduct will be left in search of an 

easily digestible thesis: exactly how is it that the people of Srñgeri negotiate moral 

propriety? As a result, the book may prove frustrating for undergraduate readers or 
those without extensive background in South Asian religion. Of course, Prasad' s aim 
is to open the text of the Srñgeri ethical world, not to provide us with clear-cut 
answers. Much like the ethical narratives Prasad delivers, her own scholarship may 
be read as an ethical act, an experiment in liberating moral discourse from mono- 
lithic perspectives, whether Marxist, Hindu fundamentalist, or otherwise. 

Elaine Fisher Columbia University, New York 

Sundar Sarukkai, Indian Philosophy and Philosophy of Science. New Delhi: 
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